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One of the most healing processes you can do for yourself is learning to 

 your inner child.       The inner child is the part of us which is

unhealed from emotional wounds and traumas caused in our childhood.     The

inner child never goes away and l ives in our unconscious mind.     It is our inner

child that influences how we live our l ives and our emotional wellbeing.

soothe

and encourage

Now that you are an adult, you may think you have forgotten or released the

emotional wounds from your past.   However, if they keep recurring in your l ife,

it is a sure sign that your inner child is stil l  hurting.     The adult may forget, but

the child may stil l  be running on old coping mechanisms and false beliefs.  

The truth is that we are all  l ittle kids in adult bodies, often stil l  trying to get our

needs met.   This can lead to "adult" temper tantrums, feeling not good enough,

people pleasing, anxiety and repeating old negative patterns of behaviour.    

Like all  children, your inner child is seeking your love, approval, acceptance

and understanding.  When you pay attention to your inner child, validate and

acknowledge them and fulfil  their needs, you are re-parenting them with a new

set of healthy beliefs.    When your inner child heals, you will  be healed.
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50 Phrases to Soothe and Encourage your Inner child

You can use these phrases anytime you are feeling a negative emotion or to

boost your inner child’s self-esteem.      The idea is to simply choose a statement

that feels just a l ittle bit better to you so that you soothe yourself into a better

feeling place.       When your inner child is happy, you will  feel happy!

Thank you, you did really well today

I really l ike who you are

I love your personality

I really love who you are

Well done, that was great

I am going to take care of you

I am here to protect you, you are safe

I really love having you around

You are really pretty
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I l ike what you have to say

I understand, that must have been difficult for you.

You are really interesting

You did your best and that is fantastic

I love being in your company

I hear you

I am here to support you

I see you

You are equal to everyone else on the planet

I have your back

I am going to take good care of you

You are safe

You did the best that you could and I am so proud of you

It is ok, nothing bad will  happen
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Your feelings are really important

  It is normal to make a mistake

I care about what you need

You are so loveable

You don’t have to be perfect, you have done really well

I promise you are not going to get into trouble

It is just a bit of anxiety;  it will  pass and you are safe

If they shout at you, I will  keep you safe

You don’t need to worry about that at the moment

Nothing bad is going to happen, you are safe

You don’t need to get it right first time

Even thought it doesn’t feel l ike it, everything is going to work out

You deserve the best in your l ife

You deserve to have a really lovely l ife
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You are doing really well;  you are right on schedule.

I choose you

We don’t need to do that anymore, there is a better way that will  feel better

I want you

It is not your fault

  I am taking care of you now. You can trust me.

This feeling will  pass soon

We can do this together, there is no rush.

It is ok to feel l ike you do. I understand

That must have been really difficult for you.

Let’s do this together, I will  lead the way

Go and play and have fun, I will  take care of this

  It doesn’t matter what other people think, I think you are amazing.
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